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Lifelong Augmentation of Multi-Modal
Streaming Autobiographical Memories
Maxime Petit*, Tobias Fischer*, and Yiannis Demiris
Abstract—Robot systems that interact with humans over ex-
tended periods of time will benefit from storing and recalling
large amounts of accumulated sensorimotor and interaction
data. We provide a principled framework for the cumulative
organisation of streaming autobiographical data so that data can
be continuously processed and augmented as the processing and
reasoning abilities of the agent develop and further interactions
with humans take place. As an example, we show how a
kinematic structure learning algorithm reasons a-posteriori about
the skeleton of a human hand. A partner can be asked to
provide feedback about the augmented memories, which can in
turn be supplied to the reasoning processes in order to adapt
their parameters. We employ active, multi-modal remembering,
so the robot as well as humans can gain insights of both the
original and augmented memories. Our framework is capable of
storing discrete and continuous data in real-time. The data can
cover multiple modalities and several layers of abstraction (e.g.
from raw sound signals over sentences to extracted meanings).
We show a typical interaction with a human partner using
an iCub humanoid robot. The framework is implemented in
a platform-independent manner. In particular, we validate its
multi platform capabilities using the iCub, Baxter and NAO
robots. We also provide an interface to cloud based services,
which allow automatic annotation of episodes. Our framework
is geared towards the developmental robotics community, as it
1) provides a variety of interfaces for other modules, 2) unifies
previous works on autobiographical memory, and 3) is licensed
as open source software.
Index Terms—Autobiographical Memory, Reasoning, Remem-
bering, Developmental Robotics, Human Feedback, Robotics
I. INTRODUCTION
HUMANS have the ability to mentally travel in time.They can go back in time by remembering their past
experiences, as well as predicting the consequences of future
actions based on these past events with their reasoning capa-
bilities. This ability is crucial for autonomous robots [1, 2]
as it allows to adapt to the current situation. The important
cognitive component involved in this process is the autobio-
graphical memory, which contains one’s past experiences. The
autobiographical memory is based on lifelong episodic and
semantic memories. The episodic memory stores past personal
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experiences, precisely defined in space and time using multi-
modal perception; whereas the semantic memory contains gen-
eral knowledge, e.g. facts or laws about the world [3–5]. Both
of these memories are declarative (explicit), i.e. consciously
accessible information. This is opposed to non-declarative
(implicit) memories, which are based on the collection of
non-consciously learnt capabilities [6]. One example of a non-
declarative memory is the procedural memory, which contains
skills and habits.
In this paper, we present an implementation of a dynamic
autobiographical memory system1. We focus on the episodic
part, and are interested in the continuous data perceived during
an episode. Our framework is generic (i.e. independent of the
robotic platform, programming language, and modern desktop
operating system), and stores a full episodic memory. We
store as much data as possible in a continuous data stream
in contrast to other solutions [7]. This means that our system
gathers data during events in real-time (tested up to 100 Hz).
The data can then be replayed at a later time without losing
any information; and, more importantly, can be used as input
to reasoning modules. The data can originate from multiple
modalities, and span across several layers of abstraction.
Storing as much data as possible is especially useful in cases
of incremental development of reasoning algorithms, where an
initial implementation might only employ a single modality,
whereas a more advanced implementation might fuse multiple
modalities. If only the single modality was remembered in
the first place, additional data acquisition would be needed
for further development, whereas our system bypasses this
problem.
We base our work on a cognitive framework used to extract
regularities in human-robot interaction [8–10]. The framework
was used to learn knowledge about rules of games [8], spatial
and temporal properties [9], and pronoun identification [10].
These applications required the storage of data (such as objects
location, agent skeleton, relations) only at two key moments: at
the beginning (for pre-conditions) and at the end of an episode
(for consequences). This was sufficient for knowledge-based
reasoning [11], where the data about the action itself is not
relevant.
However, the continuous data recorded during an episode
is crucial for many other applications, such as autonomous
robots that learn from motor babbling [12] and imitation [13].
Furthermore, the storage of multiple modalities (such as joint
positions, camera images, tactile sensor values) is needed for
1The software developed for this paper is available open source at
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/PersonalRobotics
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Fig. 1. Framework overview. The autobiographical memory (ABM) receives continuous data from the sensors of the robot (e.g. images, proprioceptive data,
tactile information) and external devices (e.g. images and skeleton information from the Kinect, and distance measurements from a laser scanner) during an
episode. This data is saved together with the respective annotations which are typically provided by action modules in a SQL database. At the beginning
and end of an episode, the contents of the working memory (e.g. emotions of the robot) are additionally stored in the ABM. After an episode is finished,
external reasoning modules can access the data and provide augmented memories. For example, one of the modules retrieves a stream of images, then reasons
about the kinematic structure of the contained objects, and finally stores the augmented images back in the ABM. Our framework also supports cloud based
services. In this figure, we show cloud based a-posteriori face recognition. The data can then be reproduced as an action, i.e. by visualising the images,
spoken language and recalling motor commands. The robot can make use of the a-posteriori provided annotations (e.g. naming a previously unknown person)
and augmented images (e.g. the skeleton of an object). The robot can ask a partner to judge the quality of the augmented images, which can then be used to
improve the underlying algorithms.
various reasoning processes, such as kinematic structure ex-
traction [14]. Also, computationally expensive computer vision
algorithms might benefit from our framework, as some of these
algorithms cannot currently run in real-time, which reduces
their usage in the area of robotics. The system provides also a
spoken language interaction interface to allow the robot to ask
for feedback about the quality of the results of such reasoning
algorithms. This is especially useful if the quality of the output
is hard to quantify automatically (e.g. the kinematic structure
of a human hand), which precludes reinforcement learning.
The reasoning algorithms can then provide candidates from
earlier episodes to a human, potentially several hours or days
after the actual episode happened. We propose a generic
autobiographical memory which is able to store and provide
streaming data for these and related applications.
Our cognitive framework respects the requirements detailed
in [15], a recent version of the popular Soar architecture:
i) store knowledge of memories; ii) extract, select, combine,
and store features; iii) represent the stored knowledge using a
syntax. An overview of our framework is shown in Figure 1
and will be detailed in Section III. In our framework, we
separate the memory from the inference systems, i.e. the data
storage is independent of the data processing, following the
principle of [16]. This allows the memory to be used in a
wider range of applications instead of being task, domain or
robot specific.
The first contribution of this paper is the ability to remember
episodes in the visual, spoken and/or proprioceptive modali-
ties. It has been shown that the addition of visual information
to language can help providing a memory prosthesis for elderly
users [17]. In our work, we extend this concept by also
recalling the proprioceptive data. This is feasible as we have
a full episodic memory which allows the robot to re-live past
episodes by replaying previously executed joint sequences.
We propose that employing a wider range of modalities when
remembering episodes leads to a more natural interaction. In
this respect, we are mirroring the work of Perzanowski et
al. [18], who proposed that a robot should recognise multi-
modalities of a human to improve the interaction.
The second contribution is providing data of episodes to al-
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low a-posteriori reasoning. This requires providing data to the
external module, retrieving the reasoned data, and linking them
to the original episode. This is especially useful for inference
algorithms that cannot be used in real-time. Also, this implies
our memory is dynamic with newly acquired knowledge used
to revisit past episodes which are reinterpreted according to
the new information. The robot can then be considered as a
constantly adapting developmental agent. In this article, we
show the integration of an external inference algorithm which
computes the kinematic structure of articulated objects[14].
The autobiographical memory can provide a stream of anno-
tated images to the module, which sends augmented images
(original images superimposed with the kinematic structure) in
return. Thus, our autobiographical memory framework allows
a robot to visualise the results of time-consuming reasoning
algorithms as if the reasoning had happened in real-time.
As third contribution, our framework allows the data ex-
change with cloud based services. As a proof of concept,
we use the face recognition and scene understanding services
provided by ReKognition2 and Imagga3 to gain information
about the contents of images captured by the robot cameras.
The fourth contribution is the capability to obtain and
store spoken feedback from a human about the quality of
reasoned visual data. In a typical scenario, the robot performs
or observes an action, which is stored as memory. Then, these
memories are provided to reasoning algorithms, which create
augmented memories in return (see second contribution). As
the quality of these reasoning processes is hard to judge/rank
for the robot itself, the robot is asking humans for feed-
back. Importantly, as the episodes are stored as memory, the
feedback can be given to episodes far in the past, even if
the reasoning process takes a long time. As described in the
first contribution, the human is not only presented with the
augmented memory to be ranked, but the episode as a whole
is relived. The ranking is then provided back to the reasoning
module, and can be used to improve the parameters as known
from reinforcement learning.
As suggested by Baxter and Belpaeme [19] as well as
Lallee et al. [20], social robots require a long-term memory
to improve long-term interaction with humans. Therefore, as
our fifth contribution, we introduce human-robot interaction
capabilities for all of the previously mentioned contributions.
That is, we allow humans to interact with the robot in a multi-
modal, multi-temporal (interaction in the present about past
experiences) manner. The robot makes use of the reasoned
data, and accesses the cloud based services, when interacting
with the human.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the first concrete attempts to provide a cognitive ar-
chitecture for general intelligence is Soar [21]. This framework
implements a long-term memory storing production rules,
and is thus forming a procedural non-declarative memory.
The framework also contains a short-term memory using a
2http://rekognition.com
3http://imagga.com
symbolic graph to represent object properties and their rela-
tions. More recently, this framework has been extended with
semantic and episodic long-term memories, that can process
low-level, non-symbolic representations of knowledge [15].
Another important advance in providing a generic memory
module was made by Tecuci and Porter [16]. In order to avoid
bias due to a specific domain or task, the memory system was
separated and was made completely independent from the in-
ference mechanisms. The provided episodic memory can then
be attached to different applications which use the retrieved
memories in different manners depending on the specific task.
Episodes were divided in context (initial situation), outcome
(effect of the episode) and contents (sequences of action). The
sequences of actions to describe an episode are a step towards
recording a stream of data, however the description is sparse as
the basic component are actions rather than sensor data (high-
level information vs. low-level information). In our framework,
as we aim to visually and actively remember even unknown
actions/episodes, we additionally require low-level data which
is more dense.
More recently, the Multilevel Darwinist Brain [22] was
based on artificial neural networks and was tested with several
robots (Pioneer 2, AIBO and Hermes II). The networks
emerged from an artificial evolution algorithm for automatic
acquisition of knowledge, including both a short-term and
long-term memory. The short-term memory network stores
action-perception pairs (“the facts”), whereas the long-term
memory network gathers post-treatment knowledge (“situa-
tions” and “behaviours”) from the short-term memory data.
The long-term memory is therefore procedural, i.e. the links
to the original past events are lost, and thus individual events
cannot be remembered.
The previous architectures stored mainly high level discrete
data, such as pre-defined action labels, applied to either artifi-
cial agents or non-humanoid robots. The Extended Interaction
History Architecture [23] makes use of the iCub, a complex
humanoid robot. The architecture allows the robot to learn
a successful interaction from simple actions sequences. The
learning is based on the immediate feedback from a human
in collaborative tasks, which is affecting the social drive of
the iCub. The feedback is non-declarative, based on social
engagement cues such as visual attention or human-robot
synchronicity. In contrast to our method, the feedback is given
to a recent action, rather than giving feedback about the
outcome of a reasoning process. Although there is an intention
to store continuous variables, they are discretised (into 8 bins
over the range of each variable) or reduced (intensity image
of 64 pixels, audio stream filtered to extract drumbeats). This
could prove too restrictive for reasoning modules requesting
high-frequency, high-resolution data.
In 2012, a generic robot database was developed based on
the MongoDb database architecture and ROS middleware [24].
The database provides a long term memory to store and
maintain raw data. Arbitrary meta-data can be linked to the
data, allowing multi-modal aggregation. This memory system
was successfully integrated in a cognitive robotic architecture
called Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine (CRAMm) [25, 26].
As in [16], CRAMm is based on a separation between the
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knowledge and continuous database. The continuous database
is thus an episodic long term memory. It is able to store
low level data, as well as complex motions and their effects.
However, images are stored only at key moments, usually
at the beginning and the end of an action. This limits
their a-posteriori reasoning to non-vision based algorithms.
Furthermore, CRAMm is targeted towards the robot system
itself rather than human-robot interaction, and the memory is
queried using Prolog.
To summarise, we subscribe to the idea of separating the
episodic long term memory from reasoning and inference
mechanisms [16, 24]. Our memory is generic, allowing dif-
ferent robots to access a full episodic memory [7]. In contrast
to an explicit (often procedural) long-term memory [21, 22] or
reduced episodic memory [23, 26], we propose a full episodic
memory system which may be useful to a larger spectrum
of reasoning applications, as well as being able to reproduce
actions in an exact manner. We store all available data at
a high frequency (sensor dependent, tested up to 100Hz)
from multiple modalities during the whole episode, including
original and augmented images. That allows the usage of
newly emerged or implemented reasoning modules to work a-
posteriori and store augmented memories. It is also possible to
retrieve and recall precise episodes, using multiple modalities
including visual imagery of the scene.
III. AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL MEMORY FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the design of our autobio-
graphical memory (ABM) framework, as well as its imple-
mentation. Discrete data about the situation (e.g. localisation
of objects, human positions) present in a short-term memory
are transferred to the long-term memory at the beginning and
at the end of an episode, following [9]. Episodes are delineated
in two ways, depending on who is acting. When the iCub is
acting (e.g. doing motor babbling), the corresponding module
automatically provides the begin and end of an episode. When
the human is acting, spoken cues are extracted to delineate and
annotate the episode (e.g. “I am doing babbling with my right
hand” as beginning cue, and “I finished babbling” as cue for
the end).
We will present the framework’s features (unifying previous
works), linked to the possibility to handle high-frequency
streaming data (e.g. joint angles, camera images, tactile sensor
values). We will discuss its A) platform independence, B)
performance, C) multi-modality, with each modality covering
multiple levels of abstraction, and D) synchronisation of data.
A. Platform and robot independence
The platform independence is conditional on the libraries
used in our framework, as well as how the data is represented
within the framework. PostgreSQL4 and Yet Another Robot
Platform (YARP) [27] are the two dependencies of the ABM.
PostgreSQL is a SQL database management system, and
YARP is a robotic middleware used for the communication
with external modules. Both dependencies are known to work
in Windows, Linux and OS X amongst others.
4http://www.postgresql.org/
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Fig. 2. iCub setup. Our autobiographical memory framework acquires data
from various sensors of the robot, namely of the two eye cameras, the state of
the joints, and tactile information. The range of sensors can be easily extended,
in this setup we use an external Kinect camera. When recalling episodes, the
robot visualises the original memories together with augmented memories if
they are available. Also, the iCub relives the episode using its motor system.
The human can interact with the iCub, and for example can provide feedback
about remembered data.
YARP allows algorithms running on different machines to
exchange data. The data is transmitted through connection
points called ports (equivalent to topics in the Robot Operating
System [ROS]). The programs do not need to know details
about the underlying operating system or protocol, and can
be relocated across the different computers on the network.
The communication is therefore platform and transport layer
independent. The interfaces between modules are specified by
a) the port names, b) type of data these ports are receiving /
sending and c) the connections between these ports (e.g. port
/writer will be connected to port /receiver). The connections
used in our framework are represented by arrows in Figure 1.
We propose also an optional human-robot interface system
based on spoken language interaction. We use the Microsoft
Speech Recognition which detects the spoken utterance, and
also provides the semantic roles of the words, as defined
by a given grammar. The grammar allows the extraction of
keywords corresponding to the semantic role. For example,
“Can you remember the last time HyungJin showed you motor
babbling?” is recognised using the grammar rule “Can you
remember the <temporal cue> time <agent cue> showed you
<action cue>?”. Therefore, not only the sentence as a whole
is sent to the ABM, but also the role of semantic words. The
question is about an action “motor babbling” done by an agent
called “HyungJin” for the “last” time. This annotation can then
be used to retrieve the instance of a specific episode from the
memory using SQL queries (see Section IV and Figure 1:
Annotation Modules).
In our experiments, we focus on the iCub humanoid robot
platform [28], which is built upon YARP. We represent its
internal state by saving joint positions and velocities, as well
as pressure sensed by its skin. Furthermore, we store images
captured by the two eye cameras and the Kinect camera
mounted above the robot, as well as the spoken utterance of
the human partner. See Figure 2 for our set-up with iCub.
Using the Baxter and NAO robots, we show that our
framework is generic and not bound to a specific robot. The
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF STORED DATA FOR THE DIFFERENT ROBOTIC SYSTEMS, INCLUDING THE SENSOR FREQUENCY
Robot Data Type Number/frame Frequency (Hz)
All RGB Kinect RGB Image (640*480) 1 30
iCub Joints Double 53 100
iCub RGB cameras (high res) RGB Image (640*480) 2 15
iCub RGB cameras (low res) RGB Image (320*240) 2 25
iCub Skin Double 4224 50
NAO Joints Double 25 50
NAO RGB camera RGB Image (320*240) 1 15
Baxter Joints Double 16 100
Baxter RGB head camera RGB Image (640*400) 1 25
robots differ in various aspects: a) joints (number, position,
range), b) cameras (number, resolution), c) tactile sensors are
absent from the Baxter and NAO robots, d) the underlying
middleware (YARP for the iCub, ROS for the Baxter, NAOqi
for the NAO). See Table I for an overview of stored data for
the different robotic systems.
The platform independence is achieved by choosing a data
representation that is generic. Internally, the continuous data
are stored in two database tables, one for textual/numerical
data and another one for binary data (e.g. images and sound).
We suggest to separate these data due to their different nature,
with a very high information amount for binary data on the
one hand, and a vector of numbers or text on the other hand.
Table II shows a representation of the database table which
is designed to store data in a general manner using key-value
pairs. To anchor one row in the database to other data, the
instance of the episode, and the time the data was acquired are
needed. This allows the bundling of data which was acquired
at the same time. In addition, we save the port where the data
originated. For each port, there are N rows representing the
N values acquired from the sensor. Instead of pre-coding a
specific subset of values (e.g. Njoints,l arm,iCub = 16 joints
for the left arm of the iCub, against Njoints,l arm,NAO = 6
for the NAO and Njoints,l arm,Baxter = 7 for the Baxter),
the streaming data groups are split (with key from 1 to N )
and the value are stored one by one, allowing as many values
per source as needed. Therefore, the key-value representation
is independent of the number of robot limbs, tactile pressure
sensors, etc.
Table III shows the storage of binary data. The structure is
similar to that of Table II, but the value column is replaced
by the columns relative path and oid (object identifier). The
former is used to store the path to a file on the hard disk
containing binary data such as an image or sound, to either
import this file to the database or export an file with the
identifier oid on the hard drive. The latter is a link to an object
file within the database. Images can be stored using any image
format (we use tif ). The additional column augmented is used
to indicate the origin of this image (a sensor or an a-posteriori
reasoning module). Sound (e.g. utterance said by the human)
is stored as one uncompressed .wav file per sentence. The
sound serves as discrete meta-information, and is therefore
not treated as continuous data.
The framework, written in C++, can be extended using
a variety of programming languages which are currently
supported by YARP: Java, Python, Perl, C#, Lisp, TCL, Ruby,
MATLAB, etc. As a proof of concept, we use the algorithm
presented in [14], which is written in MATLAB, with our
memory framework. The data is exchanged via YARP ports.
The algorithm along with the minor modifications needed for
our framework is described in Section IV-A.
B. Performance optimisation
A common problem is the storage of images in a database in
real time [26]. This is due to the limited computational power
of an embedded system, especially when multiple modules are
running as typically during interactions. However, recording
images in real-time is desirable to be able to replay them
without lag, as well as to provide them to reasoning modules in
a continuous manner. We suggest to store the images temporar-
ily as image files on the hard drive (in folder relative path)
while an episode is memorised. Once the episode has ended,
the images are then stored as objects in the database (oid
links to the object), which allows shared memories, but is
computationally and input/output expensive. Similarly, we use
this concept of delayed processing to store textual/numerical
data first in memory (rather than the hard drive), and record
it in the database after the end of an episode.
Another performance gain is achieved by discarding data
which is below a baseline. For example, storing the values
of all 4224 skin taxels of the iCub skin at 50 Hz is compu-
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison. The obtained frames per second of the
non-optimised version are compared with each optimisation individually
first, and then with a combination of the optimisation techniques. Only the
combination of all optimisation techniques allows storing of all data at the
highest frequency. We plot the average frames per second as percentage of
the maximum, which is depending on the sensor type (see Table I).
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TABLE II
ABM SQL TABLE FOR TEXTUAL AND NUMERICAL STREAMING DATA
instance time port id value
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/head/state:o 1 12.0
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/head/state:o 2 42.0
... ... ... ... ...
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/skin/torso comp 1 198.0
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/skin/torso comp 2 174.0
... ... ... ... ...
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /kinect/skeleton:o 1 3.2
... ... ... ... ...
TABLE III
ABM SQL TABLE FOR BINARY DATA
instance time port relative path oid augmented
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/camLeft 1042/camLeft1.tif 46889 -
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/camRight 1042/camRight1.tif 46890 -
... ... ... ... ... ...
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 /icub/camLeft/kinstructure 1042/kinstructure1.tif 51511 kinematic structure
... ... ... ... ... ...
TABLE IV
ABM SQL TABLES FOR EPISODES MAIN INFORMATION AND ANNOTATION
Main-information table
instance time activityname activitytype begin
1042 2015-01-15 13:51:15.186846 motor babbling action TRUE
1043 2015-01-15 13:51:26.924655 motor babbling action FALSE
... ... ... ... ...
Annotation table
instance argument role
1042 HyungJin agent
1042 hand part
... ... ...
tationally expensive. However, most of the time the iCub is
either not touched at all or just on a small sub-part of the skin.
Therefore, the output vi of the skin taxel i is near a known
baseline θ when the skin is not touched; and these data are
not stored in the autobiographical memory:
vi,memory =
⇢
vi if vi > θ
; otherwise
.
The memory is still complete: all values can be recovered, as
the value is equal to the baseline if no value is found in the
memory:
vi,recall =
⇢
vi,memory if 9vi,memory
θ otherwise
.
We further improve the performance of the framework by
parallelising the data acquisition from the network ports and
subsequent data pre-processing and storage. We suggest one
thread for the binary data providers, and another thread for
the textual/numerical data providers. As shown in Figure 3,
this allows recording at maximum frequency for all providers.
If the maximum performance still cannot be achieved, the
framework is designed in a way that the data acquisition can
be performed using one thread per incoming port, which can
further increase the performance if needed.
Sometimes we do not want to acquire data at the maximum
frequency fmax due to computational and memory limitations
in robotic systems. In our framework, we can enforce the
throttling of high-frequency data, similar to [26]. Rather than
requesting data from the incoming ports as often as possible,
data is requested only flimit times per second. This reduces
the amount of stored data by
1
N
NX
i=1
fmax,i
flimit
,
where fmax,i is the maximum frequency of sensor i 2
{1, . . . , N} (assuming flimit  fmax,i, 8i).
C. Multiple Modalities and Abstraction Levels
Recent robotic platforms such as the iCub have a vast
amount of sensors to sense the environment, as well as dozens
of actuators to interact with it. It is desirable to record the
output of all sensors, as well as the state of the actuators, in
the full autobiographical memory. This allows remembering
events in an exact manner, which is especially important
in case algorithms are asked to reason about these events.
Saving all this information is also crucial to be able to recall
knowledge in a multi-modal manner. If information is missing,
the visualisation of images would be laggy, and recalling
motor states would be jerky. Perzanowski et al. propose the
recognition of multiple modalities of a human in order to
ease the interaction with the robot [18]. We believe that the
interaction is further improved if the robot itself employs
multiple modalities. Therefore, we think that using the wide
range of data stored in the autobiographical memory will lead
to a more natural human-robot interaction in the future.
Using our framework, we are able to store data from all
common sensors in real-time: images from cameras, sentences
acquired by speech recognition, localisation of the robot,
pressure exerted on the skin, values read by the encoders of
the motors, as well as force applied to the limbs (see Figure 1:
Sensors). Due to its modular design, the framework can easily
be extended should additional data be required.
More interestingly, our framework supports multiple ab-
straction levels for each of the modalities. Starting from raw
data (e.g. microphone recordings), over intermediate com-
plexity (e.g. sentences) to refined complexity (e.g. semantic
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Fig. 4. Overview of supported modalities, with examples given for each
abstraction level. As discussed in the text, the framework is not limited to these
data, and can be easily extended due to the underlying YARP middleware.
Typically, the framework just needs to be made aware of the name of the new
YARP port (or ROS topic) the data is incoming from.
annotations); all data are stored in a single memory. Figure 4
provides an overview of the supported data so far.
D. Synchronisation
Anchoring is the problem of establishing “a correspondence
between the names of things and their perceptual image” [29].
A similar problem is faced when building a memory system,
as a correspondence between the i 2 {1, . . . , N} sensor inputs
is desirable. We solve this problem by referring to the time
Trequested,i, which denotes the time the data was requested
for sensor i. We propose to request all sensor data at the same
time Trequested, and therefore:
Trequested,i = Trequested 8i 2 S ✓ {1, . . . , N}.
This provides the advantage that at time Trequested, the whole
state of the robot is known (Sfull = {1, . . . , N}). This is in
contrast with storing the time Tpublished,i, which denotes the
time the data was sent to the port by sensor i, and generally
differs across sensors:
Tpublished,i 6= Tpublished,j i 6= j; i, j 2 {1, . . . , N}.
Therefore, there is no single time Tpublished where the state
of the robot is known as a whole.
Given the synchronisation by Trequested, external modules
can acquire the full robot state for given times. For example,
one could imagine a module applying sensor fusion to decrease
the uncertainty of sensory inputs [30].
IV. A-POSTERIORI REASONING AND MULTI-MODAL
REMEMBERING
So far, we have discussed how the data is stored within
the autobiographical memory framework. In this section, we
describe ways of accessing and modifying the data, including
the interfaces allowing for the communication between the
ABM and other modules (typically reasoning modules). Ex-
amples are provided for each of the interfaces, including cloud
based solutions for face recognition and scene understanding.
In particular, we focus on modules providing augmented
memories using a-posteriori reasoning, the ability to actively
recall past episodes, as well as the capacity to ask for human
feedback.
A. A-Posteriori Reasoning in a Lifelong, Complete Memory
In order to be able to reason about past episodes in a
framework with separated memories and reasoning algorithms,
the memories have to be accessible by the reasoning algo-
rithms. First, we show how data about past episodes can
be extracted, and we then describe the process of adding
augmented memories.
Annotation of Episodes: Our framework provides a syn-
ergy between a complete memory and automatically annotated
data. As defined earlier, a complete memory requires that
all available data is stored. Our framework also allows to
store meta information. The meta information is currently
automatically acquired from a spoken language dialogue;
however any other module can annotate data (see Figure 1:
Annotation Modules). For example, a face recognition module
might annotate the entry and leaving of a specific person in
a scene. Also, reasoning modules might refine or add meta
information to episodes.
Extracting Knowledge for Modules: The autobiographical
memory is designed within a SQL database. The framework
thus benefits from the intrinsic qualities of such a language to
store and extract knowledge, from creating a subset of episodes
sharing common properties to finding a unique instance based
on specific cues. Extracting knowledge requires sending data
related to the requested episode. Note that the amount of data
which can be accessed is substantially higher in our framework
compared to other works, due to the higher frequency of data
which is being recorded.
Two steps are needed to extract knowledge: i) The first step
is finding the desired identifiers of the episodes which are of
interest. This depends on the problem at hand. For example,
after recognising a person, the identifier of the episode when
the robot first met this person might be needed by the
module. In another scenario, all episodes where a specific
object was involved might be of interest. ii) The second
step is the retrieval of data related to these episodes using
SQL queries. For instance, based on the main and annotation
tables linked to episodes, “Can you remember the <last>
time <HyungJin> showed you <motor babbling>?” spoken
request from the human can be translated to the SQL request
in Listing 1, targeting the database tables shown in Table IV:
−−E x t r a c t t h e i n s t a n c e and t h e t ime
SELECT main . i n s t a n c e , main . t ime
−−Both , t h e main and a n n o t a t i o n t a b l e a r e i n v o l v e d
FROM main INNER JOIN a n n o t a t i o n
ON a n n o t a t i o n . i n s t a n c e =main . i n s t a n c e
−−Looking f o r e p i s o d e s i n v o l v i n g ’ motor b a b b l i n g ’ , where ’
HyungJin ’ was t h e ’ agen t ’
WHERE main . a c t i v i t y n a m e = ’ motor b a b b l i n g ’ AND a n n o t a t i o n .
a rgument = ’ HyungJin ’ AND a n n o t a t i o n . r o l e = ’ a g e n t ’
−−R e t r i e v e t h e l a s t i n s t a n c e o f such an e p i s o d e
ORDER BY i n s t a n c e DESC LIMIT 1 ;
Listing 1. Example of a SQL request showing the extraction of an instance
for a specific agent performing a certain action.
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This query is designed to retrieve only a unique and precise
episode, but a request can also provide subsets of episodes. For
example, to extract regularities a reasoning algorithm might
want to extract all the “motor babbling” actions done by
“HyungJin”. It can then use the previous SQL query without
the “ORDER BY instance DESC LIMIT 1” (which limits the
result to the row with the highest instance number). Using the
same principle, we implemented the ability to either retrieve
all related sensor data Sfull, or a subset Ssub ⇢ Sfull (e.g.
just the joints positions, or just the images from the left
camera) from one or several episodes. An interface for the
most frequently used queries is provided in the framework,
e.g. finding episodes where something failed or extracting
augmented images for episodes of a certain activity.
This knowledge is usually extracted by action modules. For
example, a module for visual search of an object retrieves
previous locations of the desired object. The module could
then adapt its search strategy for the object accordingly.
In this scenario, the autobiographical memories could help
reducing the search time by providing information about past
episodes [31].
A-Posteriori Reasoning: As the memory is fully episodic,
i.e. storing all data without forgetting, one can take advantage
of using a-posteriori reasoning about episodes in the lifelong
memory. This is in contrast to creating ad-hoc experiments
in non-complete memory systems because data is missing
in these systems. A-posteriori reasoning in our framework
requires three steps. First, the data for specified episode(s)
needs to be acquired (as above). Second, the data needs to
be processed, i.e. the actual reasoning step (in an external
module). Third, the reasoned data is sent back to the autobio-
graphical memory. In comparison to previous works, the data
is not limited to the state of the world before and after the
episode. In our framework, modules can access the state of
the world in a continuous manner, and include this knowledge
in their reasoning.
As many algorithms in a robotics environment employ batch
learning rather than online learning [32], it is crucial that past
episodes (serving as inputs) can be associated with the result
of these algorithms. In our system, we allow accessing past
episodes in a standardised form, supplying meta information
together with the actual streaming data (see Figure 1: Request
Data). The meta information contains the instance, port and
time. The algorithm can then perform the required computa-
tions, and return the result along with the meta information
so it can be associated to the original data. This allows the
outcome of offline reasoning algorithms to be stored, and more
importantly recalled, alongside the original data (see Figure 1:
Add Reasoned Data and Memories).
This feature is crucial to provide human feedback as reward
function to reinforcement learning algorithms. This allows to
explore and learn from unsupervised experiences, as well as to
show the most promising results to a human. Such a strategy
was already employed in robotics to learn navigation [33] or
manipulation [34] tasks, as well as the rules of the rock-paper-
scissors game [35]. However, in these cases, the algorithm
was able to produce the computed candidate action in real-
time. Here, we also allow algorithms which work as offline
i n s t = 1042 ; % S p e c i f y i n s t a n c e number
% 1) Open p o r t t o ABM and p o r t t o r e c e i v e images
port2ABM . open ( ’ / k i n S t r u c t / to ABM ’ ) ;
Network . c o n n e c t ( ’ / k i n S t r u c t / to ABM ’ , ’ /ABM/ r p c ’ ) ;
p o r t I n c o m i n g . open ( ’ / k i n S t r u c t / img in ’ ) ;
Network . c o n n e c t ( ’ /ABM/ i c u b / cam / l e f t ’ , ’ / k i n S t r u c t / img in ’ ) ;
p o r t I n c o m i n g . s e t S t r i c t ( ) % Keep a l l images i n b u f f e r
% 2) S t a r t s t r e a m i n g and e x t r a c t number o f images f o r i n s t
b S t a r t S t r e a m i n g = [ ’ t r i g g e r S t r e a m i n g ’ , i n s t ] ;
port2ABM . w r i t e ( b S t a r t S t r e a m i n g , bResponseS t r eaming ) ;
num images = bResponseS t r eaming . g e t ( 0 ) ;
% 3) E x t r a c t meta i n f o r m a t i o n and raw image one by one
f o r f rame =1: num images
bRawImages{ f rame} = p o r t I n c o m i n g . r e a d ( ) ;
bImageMeta{ f rame} = p o r t I n c o m i n g . g e t E n v e l o p e ( ) ;
end
% 4) P r o c e s s images
bAugmentedImages = g e t k i n S t r u c t u r e ( bRawImages ) ;
% 5) send augmented images back
p o r t O u t g o i n g . open ( ’ / k i n S t r u c t / img out ’ ) ;
Network . c o n n e c t ( ’ / k i n S t r u c t / img out ’ , ’ /ABM/ augmented in ’ ) ;
f o r f rame =1: num images
%p r o v i d e l a b e l
bImageMeta{ f rame } . a d d S t r i n g ( ’ k i n e m a t i c s t r u c t u r e ’ )
p o r t O u t g o i n g . s e t E n v e l o p e ( bImageMeta{ f rame }) ;
p o r t O u t g o i n g . w r i t e ( bAugmentedImages{ f rame }) ;
end
Listing 2. Simplified MATLAB code showing the interaction between the
kinematic structure learning algorithm and the ABM.
reasoning processes, i.e. where computing the proposed model
takes a substantial amount of time. By remembering original
and a-posteriori created augmented memories at the same
time, the robot can obtain the human feedback/reward as if the
reasoning happened in real-time. Moreover, the framework is
also compatible with the active learning approach where the
learner queries the data which is labelled by a human oracle.
This is known to achieve better accuracy with less examples
compared to passive learning implementations [36].
One offline reasoning algorithm which was incorporated in
the framework is that of [14]. It is using a stream of images to
extract the kinematic structure of objects. The whole algorithm
was written in MATLAB, and was extended to work with our
framework after the implementation of the core algorithm was
already done. The extraction of the kinematic structure for a
30 seconds video sequence takes approximately three minutes.
The extensions needed to connect a reasoning algorithm to
the autobiographical memory are as follows: 1) a YARP port
needs to be opened to communicate with the autobiographical
memory framework. 2) The number of images related to the
desired episode are retrieved. 3) Each image is retrieved in a
loop, together with the belonging meta information (which
is stored in a temporary variable). 4) Then, the kinematic
structure of the object in the video is computed. Note that this
is the only step which depends on the algorithm used, all other
steps remain the same. 5) Sending of the augmented images
to the ABM, where the images are sent one by one together
with the appropriate meta information. The code related to this
communication can be found in Listing 2 and contains only
small additions to a typical reasoning module.
We also implement the provision of images to cloud based
services which are based on RESTful APIs, and exchange
data via JSON (see Figure 1: Reasoning Modules - Recog-
nition). RESTful APIs using JSON is a widely used com-
bination by cloud based services (for a thorough list, see
http://www.mashape.com). The reasoning with cloud based
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services differs in several ways from the kinematic structure
learning algorithm. First, the data communication is done via
JSON rather than YARP ports. Second, instead of augmented
images as in the kinematic structure learning, the cloud based
service is employed to gain additional meta information. We
use the services provided by ReKognition to automatically
annotate images by the name of the person as soon as a
person greets the iCub. This requires a training step where
a small amount of images (in the range of 5-10 images) of
people to recognise are uploaded to the web service. Then, the
service provides the name of the recognised person together
with a certainty. If the certainty is above a threshold θ = 0.85,
a new row in the annotation database table (see Table IV)
is inserted with “role=agent” and “argument=name”, whereas
“name” is the name of the recognised person. This information
is then used in return to greet the person. Please note that the
annotation of the images therefore happens fully automatic in a
short amount of time (⇠1 second). Furthermore, we integrated
the “tagging” service by Imagga, which allows the automated
annotation of images. This can in turn be used by the robot to
proactively engage a conversation with a human by describing
the scene the robot is currently perceiving, and thus improving
the human-robot interaction.
B. Multi-Modal Remembering
We provide data in a multi-modal, natural manner. The
robot expresses itself using language, visual information as
well as its body (see Figure 1: Multi-Modal Remembering).
Language is an important modality for developmental robots,
as it is a natural form for humans to express knowledge and
is needed in a large range of social learning applications. For
example, using language humans can teach behaviours [37],
categories [38] or shared plans [39] to a robot.
Additionally to language, streams of videos associated with
an episode can be recalled. This has been previously used to
provide a memory prosthesis for elderly users [17]. We are
going further by also allowing for proprioceptive recalling.
The action which was performed in an episode can be per-
formed again using the actuators of the robot. Using all these
modalities, a robot can act in a more expressive manner.
V. EXAMPLE HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION
To examine the usability of our framework, we have tested
it in a human-robot interaction5. In the designed scenario, the
iCub retrieves knowledge about past episodes from the ABM,
and uses language, visual imagery as well as motor actions
to express itself. We also show how feedback acquired from
a human can be used to improve the reasoning skills of the
robot. It is important to notice that this dialogue is just an
example, and can be easily extended using additional external
modules, which are beyond the scope of this paper.
A. Interaction A: Greeting the human
A1) Human walks into scene. As soon as the face of the
human is detected, an episode NewPerson is triggered
5Video available online: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/PersonalRobotics
automatically. The new episode is annotated with the cur-
rent time and the state of the environment, including an
image of one of the robots eye cameras. Furthermore, an
agent whose name is “unknown” is linked to the episode.
Then, the autobiographical memory module automatically
provides the face recognition module with the image of
the human. The image is uploaded to ReKognition, which
provides the name of the human and confidence of the
recognition in return (e.g. <Martina, θ = 0.92>).
A2) Based on the recognition in A1), the human is greeted.
• In case of a high confidence that the person is known
(θ > 0.85), the iCub answers:
“Hello Martina. What do you want to discuss?”
• In case of a low confidence (i.e. the person is not
known), the iCub asks the human for his/her name:
“Hello. I have not met you yet, what is your name?”
In this example, we follow the case when the human
is known. From this point, four kind of interactions are
supported: B) remembering a unique event, with and without
augmented memories, C) remembering a subset of events,
including active recalling with the robot’s body, D) creation
of new memories using an action module, and E) acquiring
human feedback about the quality of reasoning results. Here,
we will show each of them in this order.
B. Interaction B: Remembering a unique event, with and
without augmented memories
B1) Martina: “Do you remember the last time Hyung-Jin
showed you motor babbling?”
The iCub extracts the semantic role and words using the
Microsoft Speech Recognition software. Based on a given
grammar, the iCub detects it is asked for the last time
(rather than e.g. first or second time) a specific agent
(Hyung-Jin) did a certain action (motor babbling).
B2) An SQL query is generated based on B1, to get informa-
tion about the referred episode, and the iCub answers:
iCub: “Yes, it was one month ago, on January 26th”. The
iCub then goes ahead and uses visual imagery to clarify
its memories, only using original data by default.
• Martina: “Have you extracted a kinematic structure of
his hand?”
The iCub detects that Martina still refers to the same
episode, rather than asking about a new episode, as no
time point is mentioned.
• The iCub would answer accordingly if instead asked
the following at this point (not further followed here):
Martina: “Do you remember the first time I showed
you motor babbling?”
B3) Based on the same episode identifier, the autobiographical
memory is then queried to retrieve images where the
“augmented” column equals “kinematic structure”.
iCub: “Yes, let me show you.”
Then, the original stream of images (as above), as well
as the stream of augmented images is visualised. Both
streams are replayed synchronised, so that a human can
clearly see how the images relate to each other.
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(a) External view (b) Current view from iCub eye
(c) View from iCub eye from a past
episode; synchronised with (b)
(d) View from iCub eye from a past
episode; overlaid with the kinematic
structure defined a-posteriori
Fig. 5. Different views of the human-robot interaction example described in
Section V. (a): experimental setup with a human partner interacting with the
iCub. (b): iCub doing motor babbling at the time of the experiment. (c): the
remembered image when the iCub first has done motor babbling is visualised
by the iCub. This can serve as memory prosthesis for a human partner. (d):
Here, this image was used to reason about the kinematic structure of the
iCub. As this reasoning algorithm cannot run in real-time, the autobiographical
memory is needed to store the augmented images provided by an external
module. In this particular case, the algorithm needs a stream of images in a
relatively high frame rate to work. With previous attempts of implementing
an autobiographical memory, this requirement was not fulfilled. Note that the
background was removed in (c) and (d) for better contrast with the iCub hand.
C. Interaction C: Remembering a subset of events, including
active recalling with the robot’s body
C1) Martina: “Have you done motor babbling yourself in the
past?” Compared to the question asked in the third item,
this question is more general, as it does not specify a
time point.
C2) Therefore, information about all episodes where the iCub
did motor babbling are acquired from the memory. Also,
the iCub answers in a more general way.
iCub: “Yes, I already have done this action 20 times.
The first time I did motor babbling was one week ago.
Do you want me to remember?” Here, the iCub is picking
one unique event among the subset defined by the general
request. This allows this interaction to use a common sub-
part with the interaction A starting from this point.
C3) Martina
0: “Yes, please do it.”
Here, Martina could also have said:
Martina00: “No, thank you.”
C4) Following the principle of items B2) & B3), visual
imagery is used to replay the recorded episode. Also,
as the iCub was the actor of the episode requested in
item C2), the iCub can use its motors to replay the
recorded motor states. In addition to the original image
stream, the iCub also visualises the kinematic structure of
its own hand. Therefore, remembering the past episode
also allows the iCub to reason about its own body, by
combining proprioceptive data and augmented images.
iCub: “Okay, let’s recall.”
The images which are visualised are shown in Figure 5.
D. Interaction D: Creation of new memories
D1) Martina: “Can you do motor babbling with your arm
instead of your hand?”
D2) As this question does not involve remembering, an action
module is executed. Rather than doing motor babbling
with the hand, as in item C4), the babbling is done with
the arm in this instance. The action module requests the
autobiographical memory to record the following episode,
automatically providing the following annotations for the
episode: agent name, action label, and the body part used.
Then, the ABM records the state of the iCub, including
images from the cameras, joint positions, and so forth.
iCub: “Yes, let me show you.”
E. Interaction E: Acquiring human feedback about the quality
of reasoning results
E1) iCub: “Hello Martina, are you willing to give me some
feedback about one of my reasoning processes?”
E2) Martina: “Yes, of course.”
E3) iCub: “Can you rank this kinematic structure between 1
and 10 please.”
The robot collects augmented memories of kinematic
structures without feedback from Martina. The iCub then
presents the original episode along with the kinematic
structure to allow Martina ranking the quality of the
kinematic structure. The iCub also provides currently best
kinematic structure (if it exists) as comparison at the same
time, and the robot will for example say “The currently
best structure is shown on your left. The ranking is 7.”
E4) Martina: “It is an 8.”
E5) iCub: “So for you, this kinematic structure is an 8?”
E6) Martina: “Yes, this is correct.”
The iCub is asking Martina for confirmation in order to
avoid speech misrecognition. The feedback is stored in
the autobiographical memory of the iCub, and linked
to the corresponding kinematic structure. In case of
misrecognition, Martina could have said “No, this is
incorrect”, and the system would have gone back to E3.
E7) iCub: “Thank you, I have improved my skills. The best
rank is now 8!”
The iCub is updating the currently best kinematic struc-
ture and rank, in order to propose a suitable comparison
for a future E3 step.
E8) iCub: “Do you want to provide feedback for another
kinematic structure?”
If the robot had other augmented memories about kine-
matic structures that are lacking Martina’s feedback, it
would ask whether to continue. If all kinematic structures
are ranked, the system jumps to step E10.
E9) Martina: “Yes, please show me another one.”
Martina agrees to continue, and the interaction loops to
step E3 with the next kinematic structure to be ranked. If
Martina wants to stop the interaction, she can say “No,
thank you” and the iCub will return to Interaction A2.
E10) iCub: “I have no more kinematic structure to rank. Thank
you for your feedback!”.
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F. Improving reasoning algorithms using interaction E)
We have shown how the robot provides access to its auto-
biographical memory for a human in the previously detailed
human-robot interactions. Additionally, the autobiographical
memory can be used to improve the reasoning capabilities of
the robot. In particular, the robot can employ human feedback
to estimate the quality of the results of reasoning algorithms.
As an example, the robot can reason about the kinematic
structure of a human hand and provide the guesses to a
human expert, until an emerged kinematic structure fulfils
some heuristics and is thus validated.
We used interaction E) with 5 subjects, and the robot
asks for feedback about 4 different kinematic structures per
session (i.e. per day). If there is no kinematic structure with
a sufficiently high quality, 4 new kinematic structures are
generated and a new session is conducted. Each session lasted
approximately 4 minutes, whereas the visualisation of the
kinematic structures took roughly half the time. The kinematic
structures were obtained with randomly introduced noise to
generate variability in the quality. The generated augmented
images for one kinematic structure take ⇠30 megabytes of
space in the memory. As shown in Figure 6, the score
distribution is not normal (see e.g. kinematic structures f and
o). Therefore, a non-parametric pairwise Wilcoxon signed-
rank test is used to choose between candidates. As we are only
interested in high quality candidates, the results are filtered
using a heuristic. We use thresholds involving quartiles Q1 ≥ 6
and Q2 ≥ 7 as estimators of the data.
For the first day, kinematic structure d (Q1,d = 4, Q2,d = 4)
is the best one. However, it does not meet the criteria described
above and thus new kinematic structures are created. On the
second day, kinematic structure h (Q1,h = 5, Q2,h = 6) shows
improved results, however still not meeting the quality criteria.
On day three, the reasoning algorithm does not provide a
kinematic structure better than that of h, so h is kept as the
best kinematic structure. On day four, kinematic structures n
(Q1,n = 6, Q2,n = 8) and p (Q1,p = 6, Q2,p = 7) are above
our heuristic threshold. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test pro-
vides p = 0.5862, showing that both kinematic structure are
equivalent. Therefore, both candidates are kept as templates
for a high quality human hand kinematic structure.
G. Summary human-robot interaction studies
The main features of our framework are as follows: In A),
we show the integration of a cloud based reasoning algorithm.
In B1) and B2), an episode is remembered visually only using
the original memories. In B3), the memories are extended
by augmented images. In interaction C), the iCub employs
active recalling with its body in addition to visual imagery.
In interaction D), we show how new memories can emerge
using an action module which annotates the episode. We used
interaction E) to acquire feedback about 16 different kinematic
structures of a human hand with the help of 5 human partners.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Robotic memory frameworks often come with the ability of
forgetting [40, 41]. In our current work such a feature is not
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Fig. 6. Plot of the scores provided by five human partners for the 16 different
kinematic structures which were obtained. The upper images show the best
kinematic structure found so far. The bottom line shows the threshold for Q1,
and the upper line the threshold for Q2. Only kinematic structures n and p
fulfil both criteria, thus indicating that these kinematic structures possess the
highest quality among all of them.
implemented, as we aim to implement a full episodic mem-
ory which allows a-posteriori reasoning. However, in future
works our framework will be extended such that compressed
copies of the eidetic (full) memory are created using different
forgetting mechanisms. This will allow a comparison of these
mechanisms. Our framework is particularly compatible with a
forgetting mechanism based on abstraction. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, our framework supports linking low-level abstractions
with high-level abstractions. Discarding low-level abstractions,
which typically are memory intensive, while maintaining high-
level abstractions, allows tackling scalability issues (especially
that of an unbounded memory size) while still maintaining a
coherent memory. We aim to integrate our framework with our
previous work [42], where we proposed a memory compaction
based on abstraction using context free grammars, which
allowed to learn reusable structures from visual input streams.
Another forgetting mechanism we plan to compare to has
been proposed by Gurrin et al. with the forgetting view, which
manages most of the memory retrieval [41]. It is based on a
simplified version of Experience Merging, and the complete
memory is only accessed when it is absolutely needed (e.g.
remembering a precise, particular or novel event).
In the future, we will 1) use the ABM to provide the
training data for faces, 2) use cloud based services to gain an
understanding of the gist of a scene as well as to 3) recognise
objects. We think that the integration of such cloud based
services will be a great advantage in the future, as they offer a
wide range of different services without the need to implement
any of them locally.
We will also add more reasoning algorithms. It will be
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interesting to see how parameter tuning can be improved by
the ability to provide feedback, as the kinematic structure al-
gorithm is parameter free. Our heuristic based on the quartiles
of the scores might be extended to allow not only qualitative
but also descriptive feedback. The heuristic will then be used
to determine when the parameter tuning has converged, i.e.
the quality of the reasoning is high enough. Then, the robot
can focus on another learning task.
Eventually, we are also interested to design a human-robot
interaction study to identify and tune parameters during a
remembering interaction in order to provide the best expe-
rience for a human. Previously, Brom et al. [43] have found
that humans prefer fuzzy categories for temporal notations in
episodic memories, as opposed to precise timing information.
We would like to expand this hypothesis to other notions.
Among others, key aspects are the speed of the remembering
and the amplitude of the movement. Currently, we reproduce
with high fidelity what happened, but increasing the speed
and/or reducing the amplitude might reduce the episode time
without any degradation in the message quality and thus
produce a more appealing interaction.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a generic framework for a full auto-
biographical memory, which can be used for a large variety
of applications in autonomous systems because of a unique
set of features. The framework is not dependent on an exact
configuration of sensors from a specific robotic platform; we
have shown that it can be used for different robots, including
the iCub, the Baxter and the NAO. It is simple to store data
from external sources, e.g. images from a Kinect camera or
distance measurements from an external laser scanner, as long
as a YARP interface is established. A bridge to use data
provided on ROS topics is provided, substantially extending
the amount of supported robots.
The ABM can store different kinds of data, and is not
specific to a task: angles of the robot joints and images
from embedded cameras may be the most commonly used
(e.g. for imitation), but high frequency and numerous tactile
pressure values have also been successfully stored (e.g. for
tactile human feedback).
The long-term memory can gather high frequency data
(tested up to 100Hz) with a high information content (4224
tactile values, 640*480 RGB images from multiple sources,
etc.) without loosing information. They are organised among
episodes and can then be retrieved at a later time (even after
several months or years) using the annotations linked to these
events (time, agent, action, objects, etc.). For example, we
have shown a complex request in order to identify the precise
episode behind ”Can you remember the <temporal cue> time
<agent cue> showed you <action cue>?”.
Not only can the robot remember these precise events, but
the robot can also relive the event, providing images from the
cameras and reproducing the movements done. The robot can
even add additional information about this memory event, with
the knowledge of a-posteriori reasoning modules that have had
access to this episode between its origin and the time of recall.
This new information is automatically linked to the events they
originate from, using meta-information attached to each event.
For instance, we have shown how the kinematic structure of a
limb can be added to a memory of hand-babbling and can
be remembered when a human is asking for it. Thus, our
ABM provides a way to revisit both original and augmented
memories in real-time side by side, where the augmented
memories might originate from algorithms that cannot run in
real-time.
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